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Message from the CEO
2017 was the first year of
implementation for our
new Strategic Plan 20162019 to achieve our vision
of excellence in community-based marine safety.
Our stated focus this year
was on renewing partnerships and establishing
new relationships. As you
review this annual report,
it is our hope that the success of our team in translating
this focus into tangible outcomes is apparent to you.
Here are a few highlights of what the RCMSAR team
has achieved this year:
Formalizing RCMSAR’s ability to support local governments and response agencies through a memorandum
of understanding with Emergency Management BC was
a significant milestone achieved in 2017. This expansion
will allow our skilled volunteers to respond to calls for
assistance from within their communities during times
of need. At the same time, RCMSAR strengthened its
relationship with Canadian Coast Guard as its key partner
for marine search and rescue on the west coast. Institutionally, we developed our core operational readiness
framework, with a concentration on our three pillars:
personnel, training and support. We have revamped
and revitalized our training system delivery to include
leadership at the coxswain level and completed pilot
courses for this new leadership development approach.
Implementation of new mechanisms for quality management such as our Safety and Training Board have also
enhanced our processes and supported our continuous
improvement cycle.
Looking forward to 2018, further entrenching RCMSAR’s role in inter-agency collaboration will continue
with expanded readiness activities with new and existing
partners. We look forward to hosting a regional search
and rescue exercise in fall 2018 on Vancouver Island as
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part of this. We will also continue to develop our internal
training programs, secure additional resources and support the mandates of our traditional and newly-established partners.
We are grateful for the contributions of our donors and
the agencies whose mandates we support as we continue to strive to fulfill our vision of excellence in community-based marine safety. Most importantly, we thank
our over 1,100 volunteers for their continued dedication
to saving lives on the water and our development as an
organization.
Pat Quealey
CEO, Royal Canadian Marine Search and Rescue

RCMSAR provides volunteer community–based
marine safety support on Canada’s west coast and
in British Columbia’s interior.
With over 1,100 members at 33 rescue stations,
crews respond to approximately one-third of all
marine emergencies in the province.

RESCUE
Marine Search and Rescue

RCMSAR Station Halfmoon Bay
April 20, 2017

Every year RCMSAR volunteers save and assist hundreds of mariners in distress
in BC’s coastal waters and on Shuswap and Mara Lakes.
Our volunteers provide year-round, 24/7 marine search
and rescue coverage, both in highly-populated areas and
in more remote areas along the mainland north coast
and the west coast of Vancouver Island. In the event of
a marine emergency, they will likely be on-scene within
minutes, in a dedicated rescue vessel, and with the skills
and training to handle almost any marine or medical
emergency.
As a core component of the marine safety system on
the west coast of Canada, RCMSAR responds to approximately one-third of all marine emergencies in the region.
This tremendous contribution makes RCMSAR a key
partner in the Canadian search and rescue system.

At 0100, RCMSAR Station Halfmoon Bay was tasked
by JRCC Victoria to a medevac from a tugboat liveaboard located in Porpoise Bay.
Crew members Trevor Chapman, Peter Forster
and Mark Wenn arrived on-scene. They located one
person lying on the floor of the vessel, which was
in a state of disrepair. The crew worked diligently
and safely to clear a path of egress. The patient
complained of pain and was found to have his legs
wedged under a couch. The crew was concerned
about paralysis.
The crew freed the man from entrapment, administered oxygen and placed him on a spine board for
transportation to the government dock where BC
Ambulance Service was waiting.

2017 HIGHLIGHTS

Our volunteers conducted 711
search and rescue missions.
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Our volunteers saved and
assisted 677 people.
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Our rescue crews spent 1,328
hours on search and rescue
missions.

Our volunteers saved
$16.5 million in property.

Over 1,100 members
volunteered at our stations.

Our stations responded to
32% of all marine SAR calls
on BC’s coast.
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Training

2017 HIGHLIGHTS

RCMSAR’s volunteer crews commit to a rigorous training program to develop the
skills required for conducting marine search and rescue in BC’s often treacherous
coastal waters.
RCMSAR’s training program is multi-level and multifaceted. Training takes place at the local, regional and
international levels on the water and in the classroom.
RCMSAR stations participated in a number of multiagency training exercises in 2017, working closely with
like-organizations to improve interoperability during
search and rescue missions.

Some of RCMSAR’s 2017 training highlights include:
• development and piloting of coxswain leadership
training
• participation in Exercise Salish Sea, a simulated
ferry fire rescue involving Emergency Management
BC, the Department of National Defence and the
Canadian Coast Guard

SAREx 2017
May 12–14, 2017
Camp Elphinstone

•

Lower Mainland SAREx 2017, an annual training
exercise open to all RCMSAR members, facilitating the learning of new skills and sharing of best
practices

RCMSAR provides the most comprehensive volunteer
marine rescue training program in Canada. In 2018 and
beyond we will continue to improve and evolve our
training standards to enhance the safety of our volunteers and those they serve.

Our volunteers participated in
2,889 training exercises.

An RCMSAR crew
practices two-person
man-overboard recovery

Our volunteers took part in
1,738 classroom training
sessions.

RCMSAR’s annual training exercise gave 170 volunteer crew members from across British Columbia an
excellent opportunity to learn, practice and share new skills.
Crews trained both on the water and on land and participated in a large-scale field exercise with
Canadian Coast Guard and Gibsons Fire Department crews. Over 30 RCMSAR rescuers practiced triage,
communication and first aid in a situation designed to overwhelm available resources.
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Our volunteers spent 9,984
hours on classroom and onwater training exercises.
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Supporting our Volunteers

SAR Prevention

RCMSAR’s greatest strength lies in the passion and commitment of its volunteers.

We don’t just respond to emergencies. We work to prevent them.

Overwhelmingly our volunteers cite “helping people” and “giving back to the community” as reasons why they give
so generously of their time to train and respond to potentially dangerous missions on the water. That passion underpins our commitment to fully engage our membership, support our safety partners, achieve public recognition of
our crews and sustain stable funding to maintain and improve the best volunteer marine search and rescue service in
Canada.
We have institutionalized a readiness framework that is focused on the safety and professional development of our
people as well as our ongoing safety audits of our vessels and equipment.
In addition to equipment and training, we believe volunteers should be
recognized for their efforts. In 2017
we introduced the RCMSAR recognition program, which allows stations
and members to acknowledge the
tremendous contributions of our
volunteers through existing and
newly-established awards at the local,
organizational, provincial, national and
international level.
RCMSAR proudly supported the
Pictured: The March 2 unveiling of the British Columbia Search and
construction of the British Columbia
Rescue Volunteer Memorial by (l to r): RCMSAR CEO Pat Quealey, ProSearch and Rescue Volunteer Memovincial Director PEP Air Alton King, Premier John Horgan and thenrial, which stands in the BC Emergency
Minister of State for Emergency Preparedness Naomi Yamamoto.
Services Garden of Honour at the
Parliament Buildings in Victoria.

RCMSAR is committed to preventing boating tragedies. While our crews are always ready to save lives on the water,
the best rescue mission is the one that never takes place, thanks to RCMSAR’s boating safety programs.
The cornerstones of our SAR prevention program are the Kids Don’t Float lifejacket loaner stations, Bobbie the Safety
Boat (a land-based robotic boat that educates children) and the Pleasure Craft Safety Check program, that helps boat
owners ensure that have the right safety equipment on board.
Some of 2017’s SAR prevention highlights include:
• The installation of 13 new Kids Don’t Float stations: this program grew tremendously in 2017 thanks to our stations’ fundraising efforts within marinas, societies and harbour authorities.
• Preventable BC boating campaign: RCMSAR established a new partnership with the Community Against Preventable Injuries to support a three-year SAR prevention/boating safety campaign. The campaign will be
launched in 2019 through television, newspapers, blogs, radio, ambient signage and other marketing
approaches.
In 2018 and beyond, we will develop partnerships with like-minded agencies to create stable, long-term support for
our initiatives aimed at preventing emergencies on the water.

“We honour all those dedicated volunteers who are
prepared to respond at a moment’s notice and who
spend thousands of hours in preparation and training.”
The Honourable Judith Guichon,
Lieutenant Governor of British Columbia
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Partnerships

4th Canadian Ranger
Patrol Group

Enhancing support at the community level was a crucial component of
2017 endeavours.
RCMSAR is heartened to have experienced tremendous support for our volunteers from senior and local government
levels as well as the marine industry. The spirit of volunteerism and enhancing safety on the water is one that transcends jurisdictional boundaries.

RCMSAR is acutely aware of the inter-dependency of corporations and the communities along
BC’s coast. RCMSAR has established a new relationship with BC Ferries that will provide development support for our new training centre.
BC Ferries was key to the success of a mass
evacuation exercise, Exercise Salish Sea, that was
conducted in the fall. This tested interoperability of marine safety organizations and included
Canadian and US Coast Guards, Emergency
Management BC, BC Ferries, the military and
land-based SAR agencies. Lessons learned will be
applied to our interagency marine safety community.
Photo: Clay Evans

Emergency Management BC

RCMSAR shares jurisdictional territory with
the 4th Canadian Ranger Patrol Group (4CRPG).
RCMSAR and 4CRPG are key organizations for
supporting coastal community emergency preparedness activities. Together our organizations
recognize the value of sharing our expertise and
knowledge.
This new relationship will be developed
through joint training and will facilitate shared
expertise, equipment and facility support. These
activities will be tested and refined with joint
exercises.

bc ferries

An exciting development in 2017
was RCMSAR signing a formal agreement with Emergency Management
BC (EMBC) to provide emergency
humanitarian aid to support the
mandates of provincial authorities
and first response agencies.
RCMSAR volunteers will now be
able to use their crew expertise and
assets for activities beyond marine
search and rescue. This can include
providing on-water command platforms, training assistance, transportation of EMBC-approved responders and safety patrols. These new
operational activities will require
additional training and exercises
with our partners.

4CRPG’s LCol Russ Meades (left) and RCMSAR CEO Pat
Quealey signed an MOU on September 13, 2017

Exercise Salish Sea 2017

RCMSAR Station Shuswap volunteers work closely with other first responder
groups, often transporting them to areas only accessible by water.
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Looking Forward to 2018
RCMSAR will focus on initiating new program development and new operating
capabilities for 2018.
RCMSAR will continue to pursue our vision of excellence in community-based marine safety in 2018 and beyond.
Some areas of strategic focus for 2018 are:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Capital investment in the training facility
New readiness in SAR and support of emergency humanitarian aid through training, policy development and
exercising for volunteer crews and in joint agency events
Initiating an RCMSAR fundraising program
Continued modernization of the RCMSAR fleet
Enhancing efforts to support Indigenous community-based stations
Engaging and strengthening relationships with marine industry partners

With strong governance and management supporting the power and dedication of our volunteers, we will continue
to make a real difference to public safety in British Columbia in the years ahead.

RESCUE
RCMSAR Station Lax Kw’alaams
April 16, 2017
At 1955, RCMSAR Station Lax K’walaams was
tasked by JRCC Victoria to a report of a 17-foot
pleasure craft overturned at the south end of
Birnie Island.
Crew members Darwin Brooks, James Henry,
Dwayne Wesley and Glen Wesley departed
home base to assist.
When the FRC arrived on-scene they located
two persons hanging onto the bow of a sunken
vessel. The crew took them on-board and administered first aid. Wet and cold, the casualties
quickly improved.
The RCMSAR crew managed to get the stricken vessel upright and began de-watering procedures to re-float
the boat, then towed it to port in Lax Kw’alaams where the boat was hauled out of the water.

“MLA Horgan is very aware and supportive of RCMSAR
and your new facility in East Sooke…Most assuredly John
[Premier Horgan] wants to pass along his best wishes,
his congratulations on the new facility and perhaps most
importantly, his thank you for the work that RCMSAR
and your staff and volunteers do on behalf of British
Columbians.”
Premier John Horgan’s Office
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Financial Support
We are careful stewards of the funding that we receive to support our volunteers,
and we are very proud of our track record as an efficient and effective non-profit
organization.
RCMSAR is grateful for the support of its key funding partners in 2017:
• Canadian Coast Guard supporting search and rescue operations: $1,301,600
• Province of British Columbia Community Gaming Grants to RCMSAR headquarters to support the training centre
and individual stations’ vessel and equipment purchases: $1,502,770
• Public Safety Canada, Search and Rescue New Initiative Funding: $373,101

“I have lived on the water all of my life and although I have never needed
the help of RCMSAR, I am well aware of the many who have needed help...
One of your trained members was responsible for providing immediate first
aid to my husband for a head injury and getting him to the hospital, facilitating quick emergency care and ensuring he was being taken care of completely. Your member’s calm demeanor, professionalism and his skills were
essential to my husband’s care.”
Maureen de St. Croix

Corporate and Individual Donors
RCMSAR continues to be an organization for the communities that we serve. Each rescue station has an established
society that accepts donations to maintain their readiness. Headquarters uses donations to invest in special projects
and at the training centre and for station-based initiatives. We could not do it without your support!
For complete audited financial statements, please visit www.rcmsar.com.
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Did You Know?
Volunteers with RCMSAR respond to 32% of all marine search and rescue emergency calls on BC’s rugged
west coast, day or night, often in the worst of weather conditions. To do this they train all year long, dedicating
weekends and evenings in the classroom and on the water to be ready for that Mayday call.
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saving lives
on the water

Thank you.
As we pursue our vision of excellence in community-based marine
safety, we are grateful for our many supporters.
You make it possible for us to provide excellent training for our
volunteer crews, equip them with lifesaving vessels, and maintain
round-the-clock emergency coverage in communities along the
British Columbia coast.
Thank you for helping us save lives on the water.

Royal Canadian Marine Search and Rescue
6040 East Sooke Road
Sooke, BC V9Z 0Z7
1-800-665-4757
info@rcmsar.com
www.rcmsar.com
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